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Our position on the events taking place in Ukraine is clearly
evident in our previous posts. However, we felt it necessary to
express it explicitly, so that something would not be left unsaid.

We, the collective of Anarchist Fighter, are by no means
fans of the Ukrainian state. We have repeatedly criticized it
and supported opposition to it in the past, and we have also
been the cause of large-scale repression against the VirtualSim
operator, done by the Ukrainian security services in an attempt
to fight us.1

And we will definitely return to this policy in the future,
when the threat of Russian conquest has receded. All states
are concentration camps.

But what is happening now in Ukraine goes beyond this
simple formula, and the principle that every anarchist should
fight for the defeat of their country in war.

1 More information about this is available at virtualsim.net.



Because this is not simply a war between two roughly equal
powers over the redistribution of capital’s spheres of influence,
in which one could apply Eskobar’s axiom.2

What is happening in Ukraine now is an act of imperialist
aggression: an aggression that, if successful, will lead to a de-
cline in freedom everywhere—in Ukraine, in Russia, and pos-
sibly in other countries as well. And it will also increase the
likelihood that the war will continue and escalate into a global
war.

Why this is the case in Ukraine is obvious, as far as we are
concerned. But in Russia, a small victorious war (as well as ex-
ternal sanctions) will give the regime what it currently lacks. It
will give them carte blanche for any action, due to the patriotic
upsurge that will take place among part of the population. And
they will be able to blame any economic problems on sanctions
and war.

The defeat of Russia, in the current situation, will increase
the likelihood of peoplewaking up, the sameway that occurred
in 1905 [when Russia’s military defeat by Japan led to an upris-
ing in Russia], or in 1917 [when Russia’s problems in the First
World War led to the Russian Revolution]—opening their eyes
to what is happening in the country.

As for Ukraine, its victory will also pave the way for
the strengthening of grassroots democracy—after all, if it is
achieved, it will be only through popular self-organization,
mutual assistance, and collective resistance. These should be
the answer to the challenges that war throws at society.

Furthermore, the structures created for this grassroots self-
organization will not go anywhere once the war is over.

2 Eskobarwas the vocalist of a Ukrainian rock band called Bredor. Long
ago, in an interview, he said a famous phrase, which became ameme: “Шо то
хуйня, шо это хуйня”—a succinct way to articulate something to the effect
of, “When you are forced to choose between two options while lacking any
alternative whatsoever, .”
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Of course, victory will not solve the problems of Ukrainian
society—they will have to be solved by taking advantage of the
opportunities that will open for the consolidation of society in
the instability of the regime that comes after such upheavals.
However, defeat will not only fail to solve them—it will exac-
erbate them many times over.

Though all these are all important reasons for our decision
to support Ukraine in this conflict—let’s call them geopolitical
reasons. But they are not even the primary reasons. The most
important reasons are internal moral ones: because the simple
truth is that Russia is the aggressor, that it pursues an openly
fascist policy. It calls war peace. Russia lies and kills.

Because of its aggressive actions, people are dying and suf-
fering on both sides of the conflict. Yes, even those soldiers who
are now being driven into the meat grinder of war (not count-
ing those bastards for whom “war is mother nature,” who, in
our opinion, are hardly people at all). And this will continue
until it is stopped.

Therefore, we urge everyone who reads this, who is not
unfeeling—to show solidarity with the Ukrainian people (not
the state‼!) and support their struggle for freedom against
Putin’s tyranny.

It falls to us to live in historic times. Let’s make this page of
history not a shameful one, but one we can be proud of.

Freedom to the peoples of the world! Peace to the people of
Ukraine! No to Putin’s aggression! No to war!
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